DERESTRICTION OF DOCUMENTS

Documents Proposed for Derestriction on 6 August 1975

1. In accordance with established procedures for derestriction of documents (L/2737) the following documents (including addenda, corrigenda and revisions) which were issued from 22 November 1974 to 20 May 1975 and the addenda and corrigenda to documents derestricted previously are proposed for derestriction on 6 August 1975.

(i) L/ series

L/4039 L/4085 L/4089 L/4107
L/4117-L/4129
L/4131-L/4132
L/4134-L/4155
L/4157-L/4158
L/4160-L/4166
L/4169
L/4172-L/4173
L/4175-L/4176
L/3657/Rev.2 L/4011/Rev.1
L/3666/Add.5 L/4016/Add.2
L/3694/Add.4 L/4027/Add.1,2
L/3786/Add.7,8 L/4032/Add.1
L/3982/Add.3 L/4065/Add.5
L/4004/Add.7-10 L/4067/Add.1
L/4082/Add.1

(ii) BOP/ series

BOP/150-151
BOP/147/Add.1

1/ L/4115, L/4116, L/4133 and L/4177 were issued as unrestricted documents.
(iii) COM.TD/ series

COM.TD/96

COM.TD/W/223-229
COM.TD/W/217/Add.4-5

2. Any contracting party, associated government or international organization wishing any of these documents or part of a document to remain restricted is invited to notify the secretariat not later than 5 August 1975.